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Welcome to our monthly newsletter, your one-stop destination for all the exciting happenings at

Sunways! We're here to keep you in the loop with our latest events, announcements, and milestones.

Don't miss out on any of the action – add newsletter@sunways-tech.com to your address book now

to ensure our updates land directly in your inbox for easy access.

EXPO REVIEW
Sunways at Solarex Istanbul 2024 in Istanbul, Turkey

Sunways had the pleasure of unveiling its latest energy solutions at Solarex Istanbul 2024 in

collaboration with Akar Solar. We extend our gratitude to all attendees who visited us from April 4-6 to

discover Sunways solar inverters and sustainable energy options.

Sunways at RENEO 2024 in Budapest, Hungary

At RENEO 2024 in Budapest, Sunways presented innovative energy storage solutions alongside our

partner A1 Solar kft from April 10 to 14. We appreciate the interest shown by all visitors who explored

our offerings during the exhibition.

Sunways at Fiera Agricola del Basso Lazio in Pontecorvo, Italy

During the Fiera Agricola del Basso Lazio, Sunways exhibited the STT-80~125KTL inverter series from

April 12 to 14. This showcased inverter, featured up to 10MPPTs, is tailored for ground-mounted and

rooftop C&I applications.

GLOBAL EXPANSION
Sunways Expands Presence in India

Sunways is excited to announce the establishment of our India office, furthering our commitment to

serving the energy needs in the region. This expansion strengthens our presence and enhances our

collaboration with local partners and clients, marking a significant milestone in our journey to provide

sustainable energy solutions in India.

PRODUCT CERTIFICATE
Sunways C&I Inverters UK ENA G99 Recommendation Listed

Sunways STT 30-60KTL inverter series is now officially listed in the UK ENA G99 recommendations.

This series is designed for medium and large-scale commercial solar systems, featuring four MPPTs

for enhanced performance. With a maximum efficiency of up to 98.8%, these inverters are built with

IP66 protection, ensuring durability and reliability.

SOLAR PROJECTS UPDATE

UPCOMING EVENTS

Join us on May 8, 2024, at 10:00 a.m. (CET) for an exclusive webinar featuring Tomasz Grnyo from

Sunways and Krzysztof Rejek from sun.store. Discover the latest in energy solutions from Sunways

as we delve into innovative technologies and sustainable practices. Don't miss out on this insightful

session!

Sunways is set to exhibit at two major events in June 2024. Catch us at Booth 6.1H-C110 during the

SNEC exhibition in Shanghai from June 13 to 15, and then at Booth B3.111 during Intersolar Europe in

Munich from June 19 to 21.
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